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If you care about human-animal
relationships, 
chances are we’re the
most important organization
you’ve never heard of.

We want to
change that.



institute

verb in·sti·tute
\ˈin(t)-stə-ˌtüt, -ˌtyüt\

to begin or create

We’re the Animals and Society Institute, and we
admit our name may cause some confusion.

ASI is working to 
create communities that are safer and more
compassionate for animals and people alike.

Our focus is on animals and society—specifically, human-animal
relationships—but we don’t have a physical institute. Think of institute as a

verb rather than a noun, and you’ll understand what drives our work.

Who We Are



The Animals and Society Institute has
been working behind the scenes for

30 years.

We are the leader in translating
research on human-animal interaction
into practice and promoting evidence-

based approaches that get results. 

We equip shelter administrators with
the information and resources they
need to improve sheltering practice.

We provide faculty around the world
with resources like textbooks and
teaching guides on human-animal

studies, exposing even more students
to animal issues.

ASI partners with people who are
working on the front lines to improve

human-animal relationships. We
provide them tools and knowledge to

get results.

How We Do It



We are the only one-stop resource that offers information,
tools, and hands-on assistance to people working on the full
spectrum of human-animal relationships—everything from
treating people who abuse animals to studying animals in

literature to doing animal-assisted therapy. 

In fact, we’re raising the bar in the field of human-animal
interaction by supporting and promoting program evaluation,
disseminating findings, and identifying best practices based

on data.



Our Impact

Since 2007 we have cosponsored an
annual fellowship program in Human
Animal Studies (HAS) for more than
60 scholars who have become
leaders in the field.

17 Years

"The ASI-WAS fellowship is a
brilliant program that really does

operate as a beacon for the
development of Animal Studies as
a whole. It has been a highlight of

my academic career so far.”
—Fiona Probyn-Rapsey, 2014

fellow, Senior Lecturer, Dept. of
Gender and Cultural Studies,

University of Sydney

300 courses

60 scholars

ASI has compiled a list
of more than 300 courses
and degree programs
worldwide in HAS.

ASI’s two journals, Society &
Animals and the Journal of Applied
Animal Welfare Science, offer in-
depth articles that examine
society’s complex relationship with
animals.

Since 1999 we have provided more
than 70 workshops on AniCare, our
treatment model for people who
have abused animals, to over 1,200
participants in 24 states and
territories.



The reality is that in the world today:

Professionals on the front lines don’t have time to apply academic  
findings in the field

Only 172 colleges and universities have human-animal studies courses
and only 4 have major programs

We know little about the effectiveness of programs focused on the
human-animal bond

Few people who abuse animals are ever identified, and even if they are
there are often no intervention resources available



We are working towards a world in which:

Every person who works to improve humananimal relationships has
—and uses—the most current and accurate information available

Every student in higher education has access to humananimal studies
courses, no matter what college or university they attend

Humananimal interaction programs are based on science and have
demonstrated positive results

People—particularly children—who abuse animals are identified, held
accountable, and receive effective intervention to prevent repeating the
behavior



With your generous support we will:

1. Develop training resources to provide
professionals with easy access to

information and tools critical to child and
animal safety and well-being.

2. Create a registry of programs and
practices focused on prevention of animal

abuse.

3. Conduct the first-ever evaluation in
states where there is mandated treatment

for animal abusers.

4. Develop pilot diversion programs
focused on promoting more humane

treatment of animals. 

5. Evaluate policies to determine the
extent to which they produce intended

outcomes. 

6. Learn more about best practices for
starting and sustaining human-animal
studies programs in higher education. 

7. Get important research on human-
animal relationships into the hands of the

professionals and advocates.

You're the
Difference Between Vision

and Reality



Your Gift Matters More Than You Might Think

1. More than 80% of ASI’s budget comes from individual donations from
people just like you who care about animals and our relationships with them

2. We don’t have an endowment

3. We don’t get any federal funding

4. We have intentionally kept our staffing minimal in order to reduce costs

Thank you for your commitment to making communities safer
and more compassionate for animals and people alike.

In short, our work depends on you.
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